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Any hip tween worth her Clinique lip gloss knows that Fox's The O.C. is the new television show to

watch. Now, in one of the first unofficial guides to the show, readers will meet the hot young cast

members of The O.C. and gain behind-the-scenes knowledge of the show. Not just a celeb bio

book, Orange County Undercover includes fashion tips and pop culture trends that are sure to

attract any tween who is California Dreamin'! The book includes:*Bio's of The O.C.'s cast--Benjamin

McKenzie, Adam Brody, Mischa Barton, Rachel Bilson, Chris Carmack*What to Wear, O.C. Style:

From Juicy Couture to Seven Jeans, what's in and what's out in Orange County*Surfer Slang: El

Rollo, Fall Line, Geeked?? Learn the lingo that is sure to impress even the most diehard

dude*Skater Chic: Just what is it about Adam Brody's geeky, skateboarder look that drives fans

wild?*And much, much, more.So. . . Grab the guide, snag the remote, and get ready to rock The

O.C.!
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very useful. This is wonderful.....very sharp and feels good in my hand. I just used it for the first time

yesterday and it will be my favorite product. It arrived quickly and in great condition. It is a very

handsome product. arrive on time. the old one has been broke in my family , will buy next time .

I've been a big fan of THE O.C. since the first episode, and I'm especially a fan of Adam Brody and

Mischa Barton. I've watched every episode and surf all the fan groups and I'm protective of this

show, LOL. So when I read about this book in some teen magazines and saw it linked on some

sites, I was worried that it would be a stupid rip-off book like they always do on these shows. This

book is nothingl ike the typical TV show book. It's HILARIOUS, it has total love for the stars and the

show and takes the subject seriously and it also has fashion stuff---it's like the best parts of having a

magazine mixed with the best parts of having a book. It also has good photos. If you like the show,

you will not be let down by this book. I have books on FRIENDS and LIZZIE McGUIRE and many

others and this is my fave TV-show-related book so far, by a mile. The only problem is when they

went to press, Adam & Rachel were not dating in real life yet, so his poor ex-GF is in it, LOL.

Anyway, thank you, Brittany, for writing this. You rock!

I loved this book. Ms. Kent is hilarious in many of her comments and observations. I, unlike some

other people, didn't buy this book with hopes of getting a "travel guide" of Orange County. That's not

the point of this book. It is a funny and witty account of the fabulous TV show that I love so much. I

love the sections on the stars (Adam BRody is my fave!)and the pics! Great summer read!

This book sux, i'm not even joking, its crap. All the info is bs, and you can find more out about

everything on the internet, with (gasp) Color pictures!?! This book has black and white pics...and not

very many of them, if i could give this book absolutely no stars at all i would. ITS CRAP!! DON'T

WASTE YOU'RE MONEY!!

The new book 'O.C. Undercover' was well worth the hype. The guide to the O.C. is amazing. Read

about Josh Schwartz, the hottie that brought the O.C. to television. Read bios of the young stars in

the show. Learn fun facts and little secrets about the stars. This book was great!!!

This book is a new fave of mine---it's realllly realllly funny but never makes fun of the show, which is

the best one on TV. Lots of great photos, beauty stuff, weird factoids. It's like I wrote it, except I

would never take the time. Anywayz, it's really good.



this book wasnt bad, because its one of the only books on the OC and so a lot of oc fans like me get

it. its a fun read, especially if you're as obsessed with the show as i am. (however, summer is so not

5'4" like the book says!)
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